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From The Editor
Old Habits Die Hard
For so long, our calendar year ran alongside the
school year: when school began, that marked the
first day of the year ahead, rather than the traditional first day of the year being January 1st. I (Tammy)
still seem to mentally connect with that structure,
and as summer rounded to an end, and our youngest headed back for his junior year in college, it felt
like a new year was starting.
It’s just about now I start hankering for fall – cooler
temperatures, jackets, fires in the fireplace, leaves
turning color, breath hanging in the air, and pumpkin spice lattes from Starbucks. Just the other day, I

eryone, a perfect cookie recipe to enjoy by the fire,

was meeting my faithful friend who shares the wel-

and some fall prep ideas for the home, just to name

coming of Fall via pumpkin spice lattes that we wait

a few. Of course, the traditional articles are in the

to have together, and we laughed at the idea of a hot

pages ahead as well, and as always, we hope you find

drink while the thermometer is bouncing around

the Newsletter fun, helpful, and a connection point

105!

between us. We are always here for any questions,
needs, or dreams when it comes to real estate.

But even though it’s blazing hot – as I write this
it is 104 – I am also reminded that we will tumble

Give summer one last embrace, and get ready for

into Fall between going to bed one night and dawn

fall!

the next morning. There’s no slow slide from sum-

All the best,

mer to fall, no easing into it. It springs upon us
one morning and summer is gone without a proper
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good bye. So thinking ahead, this issue is dedicated
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We have some ‘learning’ encouragements for ev-
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For the Family
Being A Lifelong Learner Means Always
Being A Student
When I (John) hear the word ‘student’ I immediately think of Tammy. She loves to be a student. There is so much
she is passionate about, and if she doesn’t know how to do something, she figures out how to learn how to do it. As
we talk about this, she cocks her head at me communicating that, pot-calling-the-kettle-black look. And she’s got a
point – I too love being student, just not in her creative world. For me, it’s all things real estate and technology that
I love to be a student of. So with the school year up and running, we thought we’d encourage you to be a student
too. What might you set out to learn/explore this Fall?

Another Kind of ‘Gaming’ That
Connects the Family
When families build a history of connecting, together, soft anchors are set in place that can be the holding tether to ‘family’ when trials and/or temptations
come along. Today, this can be quite challenging, as
families might be ‘together’ in the same place, but
each is scrolling along in their own media world. This
summer, the 7 of us spent a week together in a cabin
in Oregon set on a lake surrounded by forest. Connection to the internet did not exist. Our son-in-law
rummaged around in one of the cabin’s closets, and
came up with the old version of the game Sorry. We
can’t tell you exactly how many games of Sorry we
played, but it was a lot! Sometimes it was all the boys,
other times a mixture of family members. What we
do know for sure is that those ‘connecting’ times are
what we fondly reminisce about now. So, here are
some game ideas to bring
to your table.

and send other cards to the guillotine preventing
other players from obtaining them.
Family Business – a card game set in the era when
mob gangs ruled in the big cities. Every player controls a ‘family’ and plays various cards to eliminate
other ‘families’. In this structure, it is possible for everyone to gang up on one unlucky ‘family’ or for the
damage to be fairly spread out. Either way, the last
‘family’ standing is victorious, but with some unexpected cards to be played, things take wild turns!

Guillotine – a game
based around the French
Revolution. Players are
randomly dealt cards that
each represent a person
from the French Revolution and a point value. By
strategically playing your
cards, you earn points
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Cribbage – a small board game, quite portable, which
makes an afternoon coffee or snack, a bit more engaging. This game is a fun brain-teasing game played on a
wooden board with pegs. It also works addition powers, observational skills, and strategic planning. The
first player’s peg to reach the end of the trail, wins.
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All Things Home
The Growth Inside Our Homes

When you first hear the word ‘growth’, your mind
might think of unwanted bacterial sorts of things, but
that’s NOT what we are talking about here! We are
talking about the character that gets built under our
roofs and between the walls of HOME.

California….there are 13 core values! It got us thinking – what are the core values that lead us? Whether
you are a person of faith or not, we all have principles
we live by. As you live, we think new ones come up
along the way, others morph into something more,
and some become more of the bedrock of home’s environment. We’d love to hear from you our readers
about the core values that guide your lives and how
they play out in day to day life . Please email us, and
we will feature your feedback in the next edition.

Life moves, it’s not static, and neither should life be
inside our homes. Our idea for this issues “Growth”
came from a book we recently picked up that summarized the core values of Bethel Church in Redding,

john.fredrickson@sothebyshomes.com

Helping Furniture Last Longer

Bring The Outdoors Inside

Covering your HOME’S outdoor furniture helps prolong its life by several seasons. Sun, rain, and temperature can deliver quite a beating. Orchard Supply
carries a great selection of good quality furniture covers. Covering outdoor furniture for the winter also
keeps your outdoor areas tidy and nice looking.
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Adding living plants and/ or trees brings a warm and
inviting look to the HOME’S inside. A potted rosemary plant adds a beautiful fragrance to the kitchen;
a small braided ficus tree brightens a living room corner, and matching small olive trees brings a quaint
feel to the dining room. Our favorite nursery is Armstrong’s Nursery on Glenarm in lower Pasadena.
Great selection and very helpful employees!
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For Inspiration
A Man and His Beloved Forest
problem intensified
in recent years due to
the effects of climate
change and earthquakes, leaving the
river’s shape and flow
altered after seismic
activity. Over the past
100 years, Majuli has
lost over 70 per cent
of its landmass.
Rather than sitting
idly by, waiting for
strong river waters to
destroy his home and
push his family inland, Payeng planted
trees. He started in
1979, scattering seeds
and stabbing the bare earth repeatedly with a stick
to forge holes deep enough for the delicate roots
of young saplings. The goal was to grow a forest to
stave off erosion in the area.

He did it to save his home. In the middle of a braided river tucked in a remote northeastern region of
India, one man planted a forest that has now outgrown the size of New York City’s Central Park.
As a teenager in the 1970s, Jadav Payeng noticed a
rush of snakes washing ashore, dead. Erosion had
scrubbed away vegetation from Majuli island sandbars, stripping away grassy cover and ultimately forcing many native species to flee.

But as his trees grew bigger, Payeng says it dawned
on him they were going to be increasingly difficult
to protect. “The biggest threat was from men. They
would have destroyed the forest for economic gain
and the animals would be vulnerable again,” he said
in a documentary about his forest. He quietly continued planting trees on Majuli for 30 years until he
was discovered by nature photographer Jitu Kalita
in 2009.

Floodwaters transformed some parts into barren
landscapes. Its shorelines receded with every monsoon rain. The island, Payeng’s birthplace, was rapidly shrinking. Home to approximately 170,000 people, Majuli is one of the world’s largest river islands
situated in the middle of the mighty Brahmaputra,
making it vulnerable to the tides of a large number
of tributaries. The river’s strength reaches an apex
every spring when glacial melt from the Himalayas
supercharges floodwaters. Flooding has become a
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Today, Payeng’s forest measures 1,400 acres, a remarkable accomplishment that dwarfs Central
Park’s 843 acres. Rhinoceroses, deer, tigers, and as
many as 115 elephants have moved in to the dense
forest. Vultures have also returned to the area for
the first time in 40 years.
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News In Real Estate
History
In Our
Midst
Von Goethe said,
“the history of
mankind is his
character”; likewise the history
of 2711 Tanoble
is its character…

UPDATE FROM JOHN...
Significant value increases in April,
May, & June; holding at those levels.
Insufficient housing inventory; more
buyers than sellers.
Often seeing multiple offers when
homes are priced in-line with market
values.

Casa de Apodoca, as the estate is now known, was part
of the 1920’s migration of Easterners to the West Coast,
the nationally rising scene of California living, the budding
development of Altadena-known as the Community of
Deodars, and the playground for both notable and rising
architects who found pristine blank canvases to work with.
Notable architect Fredrick Kennedy, Jr. developed the vacant land, with nothing but sloping mountains behind and
dirt roads around, into a Spanish Colonial Revival estate
which became host to significant social gatherings such as
receptions for U.S. Congressmen, and movie projections
for fundraising efforts for the Spanish Civil War (through
a special hole in the dining room still present today!). The
home has appeared in numerous publications over its 89
year history.

For the last 42 years the
Still opportunities to refinance or secure home loans at low interest rates
(under 4%) for fixed 30 year.
As always, my privilege to assist you
with buying or selling a home or just
counsel.

-John

home has rested in the
ily, its

Apodoca famhistorical signifi-

cance

being maintained

care of the

and enhanced.

Currently for sale, $3,350,000.00
represented by,

John & Tammy Fredrickson
Sotheby’s International Realty
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Useful Information
Have You Ever Heard of Biohacking?
our bodies has a huge impact on how we feel. If we
want better “outputs” from our systems (like reduced
diseases, better memory, better focus, and superior
athletic performance), then we need to improve our
inputs.

The big question about biohacking is, what is it? Biohacking is what you get when you combine biology
with hacking. Biohacking is the practice of managing
your own biology using medical, nutritional, physical,
or electronic techniques. Ultimately, biohacking is a
systems-based approach to managing your body. It is
based largely on the concept that what we put into

One Form of a Biohack you can do Today: Improve
your Nutrition
- Eliminate sugar, gluten, synthetic additives, colorings, and flavorings
-Replace sugars with healthy fats, like coconut oil
or grass-fed butter
-Eliminate legumes, including peanuts, beans, and
lentils
-Start eating grass-fed meat and wild-caught seafood.
-Switch to organic fruits and vegetables
-Cook food gently (or better, not at all)

Info Bytes
A New Type of Mansion

Passport Power

Golf Insurance

Billionaires in London are building
“Iceberg Mansions“ in which most of
the home is situated underground.

Germany’s passport is the world’s
most powerful. It grants visa-free access to 176 countries out of 218.

In Japan avid golfers have golf insurance because if they get a hole-inone the are expected to buy gifts and
drinks for their friends. The policy
covers a party worth up to $4,900.

John and Tammy Fredrickson
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From Antiquity for Today
All About the Bob
hair into that blunt, just-below-the-ears
style. Many hairdressers flat out refused
to perform the shocking and highly controversial request. Some didn’t know
how to do it since they’d only ever used
their shears on long hair. Instead of being deterred, the flapper waved off those
rejections and headed to the barbershop
for the do. The barbers complied. Hairdressers, sensing that the trend was there
to stay, finally relented. When they began
cutting the cropped style, it was a boon
to their industry. A 1925 story from the
Washington Post headlined “Economic Effects of Bobbing” describes how
bobbed hair did wonders for the beauty
industry. In 1920, there were 5,000 hairdressing shops in the United States. At
the end of 1924, 21,000 shops had been
established—and that didn’t account for
barbershops, many of which did “a rushing business with bobbing.”

On May 1, 1920, the Saturday Evening Post published F. Scott
Fitzgerald’s “Bernice Bobs Her Hair“, a short story about a sweet
yet socially inept young woman who is tricked by her cousin into allowing a barber to lop off her hair. With her new do, she is castigated by everyone: Boys no longer like her, she’s uninvited to a social
gathering in her honor, and it’s feared that her haircut will cause a
scandal for her family. In the beginning of the 20th century, that’s
how serious it was to cut off your locks. At that time, long tresses
epitomized a pristine kind of femininity exemplified by the Gibson
girl. Hair may have been worn up, but it was always, always long.

Accessories were designed to complement the bob. The still-popular bobby
pin got its name from holding the hairstyle in place. The headband, usually
worn over the forehead, added a decorative flourish to the blunt cut. And the
cloche, invented by milliner Caroline Reboux in 1908, gained popularity because
the close-fitting hat looked so becoming
with the style.

Part and parcel with the rebellious flapper mentality, the decision
to cut it all off was a liberating reaction to that stodgier time, a
cosmetic shift toward androgyny that helped define an era. The
best-known short haircut style in the 1920s was the bob. It made
its first foray into public consciousness in 1915 when the fashionforward ballroom dancer Irene Castle cut her hair short as a matter
of convenience, into what was then referred to as the Castle bob.

Although later co-opted by the mainstream, the bob caused heads to turn as
flappers turned the sporty, cropped look
into another playful, gender-bending signature of the Jazz Age.

Early on, when women wanted to emulate that look, they couldn’t
just walk into a beauty salon and ask the hairdresser to cut off their

http://www.smithsonianmag.com/arts-culture/the-history-of-the-flapper-part-4-emboldened-by-the-bob-27361862/
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squares of chocolate into chunks. Add chunks and
chocolate chips to the dough. Line a cookie sheet with
a Silpat or parchment paper and space ice cream scooper shaped balls of dough about ½ inch apart. Use
your hand to push the balls down to create a flat top.
(cookies should be about a ½ inch thick) Bake at 375
degrees. These can get overdone in a matter of a couple
minutes, so we have a cycle of checking them: bake for
10 minutes, check, bake for another 5 minutes, check,
and usually it takes another 2-3 minutes. You are looking for just barely brown tinges on the cookie surface.
Remove to a cookie rack immediately and grind a bit of
coarse sea salt on top of each cookie while they are hot.
Press the salt into the hot soft cookie. Let cool completely. These cookies should have a soft feel to them.

In The Kitchen
Believe it or Not, Healthy Homemade
Chocolate Chip Cookies
When daughters grow up to become women, they bring
a new breath of recipes to the family kitchen. This is a
new family staple and we can feel good about eating it!
Ingredients:
-1 pkg. Almond Meal (fr. Trader Joes)
-½ pkg. of Chocolate Chips
-6 small squares of large Chocolate Bar (Trader -Joes)
-1 tsp. Vanilla
-Pure Maple Syrup (approx. 1 cup…it’s a feel thing)
-½ tsp salt
-Coarse sea salt
Directions:
In a bowl mix the almond meal, salt, vanilla, and half
of the maple syrup. Texture is important… when you
use an ice scream scooper to make balls of dough, the
dough should hold its ball shape, not fall apart (too
dry), nor spread apart (too runny). Add more maple
syrup as needed to achieve this consistency. Break the
John and Tammy Fredrickson
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